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Knaus Tabbert continues profitable growth course: 2020 revenues
& financial results higher than in previous year despite lockdown


Record revenues of 795 million euros despite the Corona pandemic’s negative impact
on production in April 2020



Adjusted EBITDA increases to around 68 million euros



Record sales of van conversions in fiscal year 2020

Jandelsbrunn, Germany. Knaus Tabbert, one of the leading manufacturers of recreational
vehicles in Europe, has closed the 2020 financial year, which was dominated by the
Coronavirus pandemic, slightly better than its own forecast, according to its preliminary
figures. For 2020, the year of the IPO, the company recorded sales of 795 million euros. This
corresponds to an increase of around 2% compared to the previous year (2019: 780 million
euros). Knaus Tabbert has thus completely made up for the Corona-related revenue shortfall
in April 2020 despite renewed restrictions in the fourth quarter. Total output amounted to 807
million euros and thereby just exceeded the previous year's figure (2019: 804 million euros).
Adjusted EBITDA was 68 million euros, also above the previous year's figure of around 65
million euros. Originally, Knaus Tabbert had forecasted revenues and EBITDA at the
previous year's level for 2020.
The total number of vehicles sold in the past financial year was 24,349 compared to 25,729
in 2019. This reflects the company's focus on the sale of high-quality motorised vehicles.
Knaus Tabbert set a record in this segment with 4,627 (previous year: 4,289) van
conversions sold. The Weinsberg models CaraBus and CaraTour were particularly popular.
Added to this is the well-filled order book of 18,487 pre-ordered vehicles, which offers a high
degree of planning security for the current 2021 fiscal year. This is particularly true when
considering the sustained positive environment for caravanning, which is increasingly
attractive among young people and the trend towards increasing regional tourism.
"First the lockdown in April, then the successful IPO in autumn – 2020 was an absolutely
exceptional year in the history of Knaus Tabbert. We are very pleased that we were able to
increase revenues and earnings," says Wolfgang Speck, CEO of Knaus Tabbert. "The
lockdown last year showed how well we can deal with challenging situations. Looking ahead
to the current financial year, we are convinced that we will be able to serve the further

increasing demand for our leisure vehicles in the European growth market well. Caravanning
will continue to be one of the most popular types of holidays in the future and will become
even more attractive."
Knaus Tabbert will publish the final results for the 2020 fiscal year on March 31, 2021.

About Knaus Tabbert
Knaus Tabbert AG is a leading manufacturer of leisure vehicles in Europe. The company’s
headquarters are located in Jandelsbrunn, Germany. Additional sites include Mottgers in
Hesse (Germany), as well as Schlüsselfeld (Germany) and Nagyoroszi in Hungary. With its
brands KNAUS, TABBERT, T@B, WEINSBERG and MORELO plus its Internet platform
RENT AND TRAVEL, the company generated sales of more than 790 million euros* in the
2020 fiscal year. With its staff of approximately 3,000*, the company manufactured over
24,000 leisure vehicles* in 2020. You can find more information at www.knaustabbert.de
*preliminary status
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